
I. Write a composition on “My Best Friend”. 

1._______________________________________________________________ 

   _______________________________________________________________ 

2._______________________________________________________________ 

   _______________________________________________________________ 

3._______________________________________________________________ 

   _______________________________________________________________ 

4._______________________________________________________________ 

   _______________________________________________________________ 

5._______________________________________________________________ 

II.Fill in the blanks: 

 

1}  The peacock has a _______________tail. 

2}  The rabbit has a ___________ tail. 

3} The monkey has a _________ tail. 

4} The horse has a ___________ tail. 
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5} Little Grey Cat has ____________ tail. 

 

III. Answer the following questions: 

Q1}     Why is the little Grey cat sad? 

Ans: ____________________________________________________________ 

         _____________________________________________________________ 

Q2}      Who has a lovely tail? 

Ans: ____________________________________________________________ 

Q3}     What does Rohan want to play ?  

Ans: ____________________________________________________________ 

        _____________________________________________________________ 

 Q4}   Why it is hot in summer ? 

Ans: ____________________________________________________________ 

        ______________________________________________________________         

 Q5}   Where can we play when it is very hot? 

Ans: ____________________________________________________________ 

        _____________________________________________________________           

6}      Write three ways to keep your body cool in summer 

Ans:1. ____________________________________________________________ 

        2. _____________________________________________________________ 

        3._____________________________________________________________ 

IV. Tick (√) for the correct sentence and (×) for the wrong sentence:            

1}  Little Grey Cat does not like his tail. So he wants a new one. [       ]        
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2} The cats see a rabbit with a small,white tail. [       ]    

3} The bird has a big tail. [       ] 

4} The monkey swings on the tree. [       ] 

 

V. Name the following: 

1} Name two games you play indoors. 

Ans 1._______________________ 

        2._______________________     

2} Name two games you play outdoors. 

Ans 1._______________________ 

        2._______________________ 

3} Name two fruits you get in the summer. 

Ans 1._______________________ 

        2._______________________ 

VI. Re-arrange these words and write complete sentences: 

1}    in summer. / hot / It / is 

Ans: _________________________________________________. 

2}    She / eating / ice-cream. / is / an 

Ans: _________________________________________________. 

3}     mangoes / These / sweet. / are 

Ans: _________________________________________________. 

4}      am / I / swimming. 
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Ans: _________________________________________________.  

VII. Complete the colour  words & fill the boxes with the 
colour: 

1}     r __ d                                     4}   b l__  __                               7}   gr __ y               

2}    br __ wn                                5}   gr  __  __ n                     8}   wh __ t 
__       

3}    y __  ll __ w                           6}   bl __ ck                                 9}   __ r __ n 
g __           

VIII. Write the opposites for the following. 

1. same   X  _______________. 6.    old       X  _____________.  

2. long     X _______________ .                         7.    clean   X  _____________. 

3. black   X ________________.                         8.   empty X  _____________. 

4. hot      X ________________.                         9.    fat       X ______________. 

5.happy X ________________.                         10.   boy     X  ______________. 

IX.Comprehension.  

A)    Tigers. 

                                                                  

Tigers are big cats. They live in forests. They live in forests. 
They have  

orange Skin. There are black stripes on it .Tigers have sharp 
teeth . They  
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eat large animals like deer. Sometimes they eat monkeys, birds 
, frogs  

and fish. Tigers like water. They swim well . They sit in water to 
keep  

cool. Baby tigers are called cubs. 

 

Circle the right answer. 

1.Tigers are _____ .  {big/small} 

2.Their skin is ______________.      {yellow/orange} 

3.There are _______________on their skin.     {dots/stripes} 

4.Tigers eat ________________.   {animals/leaves} 

5.Their babies are called_____________.   {cubs/pups} 

 

B. Nitu’s Paper Boats                       

                                                 

The sky is dark. It is raining. Nitu is sitting with her 
mother.They are 

 making paper boats.Look! It ha stopped raining . The sun is 
shining.  
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